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Chapter 2137

Boom~ At that moment, just like thunder strikes.

Lu Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua were confused there in an instant.

A pair of old eyes stared huge, looking at the thin figure outside like a ghost, the whole
person was scared, almost lost in spirit!

“You…you are, Ye…

Mark?

“Yes, it was Mark who appeared outside at this time. On his delicate face, his forehead
was blown by the cold wind. In the interweaving of light and darkness, Mark The face of,
just like the life-defying Shura, stood horizontally here. Senran eyes fell on Lu Mingfeng
and Xu Shaohua’s bodies quietly. At that moment, Lu Mingfeng only felt that a long knife
was being held around his neck. It’s normal, making people shudder. Not only Lu
Mingfeng and Xu Shaohua, but Melson and his wife were also confused there.
Obviously, they didn’t expect Mark to actually be alive? Did he die in an accident? When
did he come back? “Mark~” Among the people present, only Helen Qiu was full of joy
after seeing Mark appear. Her brows were red, and she cried, ran over and jumped
directly in. In Mark’s arms. All the panic and tremor before, at the moment Mark was
held in his arms, undoubtedly disappeared. This man, she is always relying on and the
harbor. With him, she will not fear any wind and rain. “Uuuuuu~” “You bastard,
something happened, why didn’t you tell me?

“I thought I was going to lose you again~” Helen Qiu cried, her tears rushed out, and her
whole person was crying into tears. The appearance of Pear Blossom with rain is to
make the listener pity. The heart of the person who hears it is sad. Looking at the
beautiful woman who is crying and crying in his arms, Mark only feels warmth in his
heart. The happiest thing in this world is probably that even if you are thousands of miles
away, there is still a beautiful woman who cares about you. Yes. If the wife is like this,
what can the husband ask for? “Silly girl, don’t cry.

“Originally, he looks ugly, but it’s even more unsightly when I cry.”

“Besides, am I right here?”



“It’s not that you don’t know, your man is a “Xiaoqiang”, his vitality is very tenacious, he
can’t shoot it anyway.

“From now on, if someone says I am dead, don’t believe it.”

“You are still alive in the world, how can I be willing to leave?”

Mark said with pity, and gently stroked the pretty face of the beautiful woman in her arms,
helping her wipe her tears.

Chapter 2138

However, Mark’s words instantly hit the softest part of Helen Qiu’s heart, and in an
instant, tears were streaming down her face.

However, this time the tears are tears of moving, tears of joy.

Even many years later, when Helen Qiu recalled her and Mark’s past, she still clearly
remembered Mark’s promise and words to her today.

“You are still alive in the world, why would I be willing to leave?” ….. These words, like a
carving knife, were deeply carved into the depths of Helen Qiu’s soul, which made her
remember many years.

Yes, sometimes it’s not a million-dollar diamond ring or a luxuriously decorated mansion
that hits the soul directly, but a warm embrace and a love word from a puppet.

Just like today’s Mark, a few simple words of comfort made Helen Qiu’s dim heart shine
again.

Helen Qiu’s reliance on the man in front of her became stronger in her heart.
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